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Figure 1: wingMotion simulation, mesh right before crash. Left: airfoil. Right: trailing edge. On the right,
one can see a cell with negative volume.

Introduction

The inspiration for this project comes from the wingMotion tutorial. This tutorial simulates the
dynamics of a two dimensional airfoil subject to external aerodynamic forcing as well as an harmonic
coupling in its heave and and pitch motion. As the airfoil moves, the mesh is automatically deformed,
while the fluid equation are solved with the pimpleDyMFoam solver.

The set of parameters is such that the initial position of the airfoil it unstable and it starts
fluttering. In particular, the pitch of the foil experiences excursions to larger and larger values.
If the simulation is carried out for a sufficient period of time, the flutter amplitude increases and
eventually, the automatically deformed mesh becomes ill-defined, causing the simulation to abort.
Specifically, the problematic deformation is due to the airfoil’s pitch rotation and occurs mostly at
the trailing edge.

To better illustrate this, a movie of the simulation comes with this the present report. At the
end of the movie, the simulation crashes. We can make sure it is a mesh related problem by running
checkMesh on the latest time, and noticing there are cells with negative volume.

The aim of this project is, therefore, to develop a mesh motion and deformation framework that
will allow such large rotation and translation of solid bodies. More precisely, the object of interest
is located in a circular, rigid region, called the inner region. That circular region is itself embedded
in a larger mesh called the outer region. The outer region deforms to handle the translation of the
object while the inner region deals with the object rotation, while sliding inside the outer region.
This technique has been presented at the 7th OpenFoam workshop by Heebum Lee and by professor
Jasak (4th OpenFoam workshop).

The solution presented in this report is a hack more than an actual way of solving this problem
cleanly. Many parts, such as names and parameters, are hard-coded in the library, making it
relatively inflexible. It is therefore not designed to be reused as is. However it

• shows how mild modifications and combinations of preexisting the libraries allow to solve a
particular problem,

• presents and provides tutorials a set of otherwise undocumented library of OpenFoam, in
particular the subset Mesh motion solver.

This presentation is organized as follow:

• The first part provides a very brief overview of how the dynamic motion features of interest
for to our cases are handled in OpenFoam. For a more thorough presentation of mesh motion
capabilities, the interested reader is referred to the report of Pirooz Moradnia (2009).
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• The second part presents a tutorial for the subset motion solver library.

• The third part gives an overview of an implementation of the idea presented in the introduction.
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0.1. MESH MOTION: OUTLINE

0.1 Mesh Motion: Outline

This section presents an outline of how dynamic meshes are handled in OpenFoam. In fact, only a
very limited portion of OpenFoam capabilities is described, just those that are needed in our case.
We start by a quick description of the differences between a static mesh and a dynamic mesh solver,
before discussing the automatic mesh motion solver and the ggi interface.

0.1.1 Solver

If we compare a solver for static meshes, say, icoFoam and its dynamic mesh equivalent, say
icoDyMFoam, three major differences appear:

1. The mesh that is created is dynamic

# include "createDynamicFvMesh.H"

2. At the beginning of each time loop, the mesh is moved according to some algorithm specified,
as we will see, in a dictionary read at run-time,

bool meshChanged = mesh.update();

3. Fluxes are made relative before the fluid equations are solved

// Make the fluxes relative to the mesh motion

fvc::makeRelative(phi, U);

createDynamicFvmesh.H creates a mesh of type dynamicFvMesh which is an abstract class, that itself
inherits from FvMesh. When it is called, the dynamic mesh is created by the New member function, de-
fined in file newDynamicFvmesh.C. The mesh is built using the dictionary constant/dynamicMeshDict.
In particular the dynamic mesh type is read in the dynamicFvmesh keyword and the corresponding
object is created, at run-time.

The bottom line of that description is that:

• the mesh is moved at each time step through the mesh.update() command;

• apart from that, it is unimportant for the solver itself to know why and by what mechanism
the mesh moves, as long as it has access to the end result.

Therefore, to create customized dynamic mesh classes, our job is to create the mesh.update() that
best suits our needs.

0.1.2 dynamicFvMesh, motionSolver

We saw in the previous section that when the solver creates the mesh, its type is selected through
the dynamicFvmesh keyword that resides in constant/dynamicMeshDict. The corresponding class
has an update() function that defines what the mesh motion should be. In our case, we are
interested in the dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh class. It has the following update() function, defined
in dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh.C:

bool dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh::update()

{

fvMesh::movePoints(motionPtr_->newPoints());

// Mesh motion only - return false

return false;

}
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0.2. THE GGI INTERFACE

Figure 2: Mesh of the mixerGgi case. The red area is the internal region, the blue area is the external
region. In the middle cylinder, two patches actually overlap. One from the external region and one from the
internal region. In the mesh description, the two regions are topologically separated.

In the update() function, a movePoints function is called, that takes as an argument the updated
position of the mesh points. In this specific case, the new position is calculated by a motion solver,
which is yet another object. There are classes where, as we shall see below, the new points are
calculated explicitly.

There is a number of possible mesh motion solvers. In this project, velocityLaplacian has
been used. It calculates the position of the internal points of the mesh by solving a Laplace equation
whose boundary conditions are the patches’ velocities. In the constructor of velocityLaplacian,
the file 0/pointMotionU is read. That file is a dictionary that tells how the patches, that is the
boundary of the domain, should move.

0.2 The ggi interface

The OpenFoam 1.6 tutorials contain several cases that use the so-called Generalized Grid Interface –
or ggi. Let’s have a look at the mixerGgi case. This case is comprised of two distinct regions, that is,
two disconnected sets of cells, as described in figure 2. Let’s call them internal and external regions.
The outermost domain boundary of the inside region is called “inside slider” and the innermost
domain boundary of the outside region is called “outside slider”. Since the regions are separated,
we could set those two patches to be walls. The simulation would run and two problems would be
solved – one for each region, separately, with no communication between those two regions. If we
define those patches as ggi however, the relevant fields are projected, at each time step, from one
patch onto the other and back, ensuring communication between those two regions. Whether the
patches are regular boundaries or ggi, is set up in the constant/polyMesh/boundary and the 0/U,
0/p. . . files. When using mixerGgiFvMesh or turboFvMesh, the mesh motion mechanisms called
handle the rotation of the meshes, but don’t interact with the nature (ggi, wall. . . ) of the patches.

0.3 Using SubSet Motion

There is no tutorial for the subset mesh motion, so we’ll create one! In the default automatic motion
solver, nearly all points of the mesh move in general. This can sometimes lead to a useless overhead
in the computation. Hence, a subset mesh motion was developed. Only a subset of cells is actually
subject to the the motion while the remaining of the domain remains fixed, obviously making the
mesh motion calculation faster. We will see it more precisely how it works in the following.
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0.3. USING SUBSET MOTION

First step: transforming mixerVessel2D into a mesh motion solver case

The mixerVessel2D tutorial is initially designed to work with MRFSimpleFoam and represents the
same mixer as in the mixerGgi case, where now the two regions have been merged. For the sake of
simplicity and even though we are not particularly interested in the “mixer” nature of this case, we
will use its mesh as a starting point. The objective is to simulate the flow created when the inner
boundary is oscillated along the x axis. It will be run with pimpleDyMFOAM. You may ask, why start
off from this tutorial. The reason is simply, the tutorial creates a zones/cellSets ready mesh. In
other words, all cells that belong to the rotor zone are marked as belonging to this zone.

The first steps are as follow:

1. copy the case from the tutorial directory to the run directory

2. to make life simple, we’ll also make use of several files from the wingMotion case

3. go to the case and create the mesh

4. now, if you have look at the file constant/polymesh/sets/rotor, it contains the number of
all cells that belong to the rotor.

5. let’s use pimpleDymFoam as our solver. To be able to do so, we need to copy the system files
as well as some constant files from the wingMotion case to our case.

The code for doing so is:

mkdir $FOAM_RUN/dynamicMixer

cp -r $FOAM_TUTORIALS/incompressible/MRFSimpleFoam/mixerVessel2D/ \

$FOAM_RUN/dynamicMixer/fullMeshMotion

cp -r $FOAM_TUTORIALS/incompressible/pimpleDyMFoam/movingCone \

$FOAM_RUN/dynamicMixer/

cd $FOAM_RUN/dynamicMixer/fullMeshMotion

./makeMesh

cp ../movingCone/system/* system/

cp ../movingCone/constant/{transportProperties,turbulenceProperties} constant/

Now, change the dynamicMeshDict to:

/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\

| ========= | |

| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM Extend Project: Open Source CFD |

| \\ / O peration | Version: 1.6-ext |

| \\ / A nd | Web: www.extend-project.de |

| \\/ M anipulation | |

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

FoamFile

{

version 2.0;

format ascii;

class dictionary;

object dynamicMeshDict;

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

dynamicFvMesh dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh;

solver velocityLaplacian;

diffusivity inverseDistance (rotor);
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0.3. USING SUBSET MOTION

// ************************************************************************* //

Since we have a velocityLaplacian mesh motion solver, we need to indicate what the patch motion
by creating a file 0/pointMotionU. It should contain, say,

/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\

| ========= | |

| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM Extend Project: Open Source CFD |

| \\ / O peration | Version: 1.6-ext |

| \\ / A nd | Web: www.extend-project.de |

| \\/ M anipulation | |

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

FoamFile

{

version 2.0;

format ascii;

class pointVectorField;

object pointMotionU;

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

dimensions [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0];

internalField uniform (0 0 0);

boundaryField

{

rotor

{

type oscillatingVelocity;

omega 1;

amplitude (.005 0 0);

value (0 0 0);

}

stator

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

front

{

type empty;

}

back

{

type empty;

}

}

// ************************************************************************* //

Three more steps are needed:
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0.3. USING SUBSET MOTION

• In the 0/U file, the boundary type of the rotor and stator should be changed to movingWallVelocity.

• Edit the system/fvSolution file and

– change the cellMotionUx dictionary for a cellMotionU dictionary,

– add pRefCell 2916; pRefValue 0; to the PIMPLE dictionary

• in the system/controlDict, set the end time to 6, the time step to 0.1 and have the data
being written at each time step.(all this makes the simulation fast, and visualization meaningful
enough).

The case should run with pimpleDyMFoam. The inner boundary oscillates horizontally, and the whole
mesh is deformed at each time step.

Let’s build from this case and set up a subset motion solver case.

Second step: Subset Motion

First, clone the previous case. Go to the cloned case, copy the dynamicMeshDict for future use, and
edit the previous one. We want to use the subset motion solver and should indicate it in the main
dynamicMeshDict.

cd $FOAM_RUN/dynamicMixer

pyFoamCloneCase.py fullMeshMotion/ subsetMeshMotion

cd subsetMeshMotion

cp constant/dynamicMeshDict dynamicMeshDict.org

The constant/dynamicMeshDict should be as follows:

/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\

| ========= | |

| \\ / F ield | OpenFOAM Extend Project: Open Source CFD |

| \\ / O peration | Version: 1.6-ext |

| \\ / A nd | Web: www.extend-project.de |

| \\/ M anipulation | |

\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

FoamFile

{

version 2.0;

format ascii;

class dictionary;

object dynamicMeshDict;

}

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //

dynamicFvMesh subsetMotionSolverFvMesh; // we want to use subset motion

subsetMotionSolverFvMeshCoeffs // it requires some dictionary

{

alpha 1; // this is a relaxation factor, let’s set it up to 1

set rotor; // the name of the set that should be dynamic.

// Good news, the set was created for us when we first used blockMesh.

};

Now, we create several motionSubset directories that will contain the files actually useful for the
motion solver of the sub-mesh. First, the dynamicMeshDict that we used in the previous part should
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0.3. USING SUBSET MOTION

Figure 3: Comparison of the full mesh and subset motion. The upper half represent half of the domain when
the subset is moving, the lower half corresponds to a full mesh motion. Of course, the field takes similar
values in both cases.

be transferred to constant/motionSubset. It means: “use the same dynamic mesh strategy for the
sub-mesh as you used to use for the full mesh”.

Similarly, the pointMotionU that used to be in 0 should be transferred into 0/motionSubset.
When using the subsetMotion solver, a new “patch” is automatically created, that separates the
moving from the steady mesh. it should be have a value in the new pointMotionU file (it has to be
pasted BEFORE the last closing curly brace).

mkdir constant/motionSubset

mv dynamicMeshDict.org constant/motionSubset/dynamicMeshDict

mkdir 0/motionSubset

mv 0/pointMotionU 0/motionSubset/

Add this entry to the pointMotionU file

oldInternalFaces

{

type fixedValue;

value uniform (0 0 0);

}

It should run now with pimpleDyMFoam and bring a result pretty similar to the previous case,
except that now, only a smaller portion of the mesh is actually morphing. Figure 3 compares the
two techniques for the same case. A movie is available in the attached files.
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0.4. COMBINING THE ABOVE TO GENERATE COMPLEX, LARGE AMPLITUDE
MOTIONS

Figure 4: The blue part is the inside region and contains the region of interest. It is translating and rotating
as a rigid body, and its interface is sliding on the outer mesh interface. The outer region is morphing to
account for the translation of the inner region. Ideally, the whole region should deform. Unfortunately, there
is a conflict between the ggi interface and the motion solver. One solution is to separate the outer region
in two zones. The white ring is translated as a rigid body while the red zone is transformed with the subset
motion solver.

0.4 Combining the above to generate complex, large ampli-
tude motions

In this part, we will combine all of the above to address our case. As mentioned in the introduction,
the objective it to decouple the rotation of the moving object, which tends to make the invalid, and
its translation, as illustrated in figure 4. Here we will have the inner part of the mixer rotating on
itself while oscillating along the y axis, and the outside part is morphing to adapt to that translation.
To do that we will have to:

• use the sub-mesh motion solver,

• in order to define what parts should move, and how, use setSets

• modify the turboFvMesh motion solver, with some snippets from subsetMotionSolverFvMesh

and mixerGgiFvMesh

• modify the oscillatingVelocity boundary condition follow the wished motion.

For this part, only the outline of how to build the library is presented. This report comes with the
full case implemented. Since the library is designed to move the object according to a pre-specified
function of time, the library files are named timeFunction*.

Prepare the case, set the sets/zones

There are three sets/zones of interest in our case. The rotor, the ring of points around the rotor,
and the rest of the mesh. We need to build them.
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0.4. COMBINING THE ABOVE TO GENERATE COMPLEX, LARGE AMPLITUDE
MOTIONS

• First, our mesh has two separate regions, i.e two topologically disconnected parts. the com-
mand regionCellSets will create one cellSet for each region.

• Then, we use the setSet utility to construct the cell and point sets. It is important to note
that some parts of the codes use point sets, other use cell sets, so that that the sets need to
be generated accordingly.

• having the point sets ready allows us to loop over those points when we make the library.

• some pieces of the code don’t use sets, they use zones instead. The difference between sets
and zones is unclear to me, and some claim they both exist only for historical reasons. After
creating the sets of interest, the command setToZones -noFlipMap is used to generate the
corresponding zones.

The timeFunctionFvMesh library – rotation

The timeFunctionFvMesh library upon turboFvMesh. TurboFvMesh is designed to rotate some re-
gions of a mesh at speeds set up in the dynamicMeshDict. To do that, a function calcMovingPoints

finds all points that belong to the regions of interest and a vectorField that, for each points, gives
the speed of rotation the point should have. It is then used in its update() function:

bool Foam::turboFvMesh::update()

{

movePoints

(

csPtr_->globalPosition

(

csPtr_->localPosition(allPoints())

+ movingPoints()*time().deltaT().value()

)

);

// The mesh is not morphing

return false;

}

We want to rotate the rotor region by an arbitrary function. Therefore, we modify the mask creation
so that it returns the unit eθ vector, and modify the update() function to:

// "pitch" function is imported in the header.

bool Foam::flappingGgiFvMesh::update()

{

movePoints

(

csPtr_->globalPosition

(

csPtr_->localPosition(allPoints())

+ movingPoints()*

(pitch(

time().time().value()

)

- pitch(

time().time().value() - time().deltaTValue()

)

)

)
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0.4. COMBINING THE ABOVE TO GENERATE COMPLEX, LARGE AMPLITUDE
MOTIONS

+

dTransValue*movingRingPointsMask()

);

// csPtr_->origin() += vector(dTransValue, 0, 0);

csPtr_->origin() += dTransValue;

// The mesh is not morphing

return false;

}

}

At this point, we can chose the pitch function to set up arbitrarily the rotation of the inner
region.

The timeFunctionFvMesh library – translation

For some reasons due to the ggi interface, we need to explicitly translate the ring of points that
make the outside slider, and move the rest of the outside region following an automatic motion. to
do that, reuse the parts of interest form the subset motion solver.

First, we want to translate the inner part and the ring by a vector to be specified. We reuse the
previous idea to construct a mask that takes value 1 at those points and value 0 otherwise:

void Foam::flappingGgiFvMesh::calcMovingRingMask() const

{

Info <<"Entering calcMovingRingMask..."<<endl;

// Set the point mask

movingRingPointsMaskPtr_ = new scalarField(allPoints().size(), 0);

scalarField& movingRingPointsMask = *movingRingPointsMaskPtr_;

Info <<"About to make the moving ring mask..."<<endl;

label movingRingPointsID = pointZones().findZoneID("outsideRing");

const labelList& pointAddr = pointZones()[movingRingPointsID];

forAll (pointAddr, pointI)

{

movingRingPointsMask[pointAddr[pointI]] = 1;

}

Info <<"Moving Ring Mask done..."<<endl;

Info <<"About to make the inside points mask..."<<endl;

label insidePointsID = pointZones().findZoneID("insidePoints");

const labelList& pointAddr2 = pointZones()[insidePointsID];

forAll (pointAddr2, pointI)

{

movingRingPointsMask[pointAddr2[pointI]] = 1;

}

Info << "inside Points Mask done..."<<endl;

}

Now, we can add a translational part to the movePoints function:

dTransValue*movingRingPointsMask()
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0.4. COMBINING THE ABOVE TO GENERATE COMPLEX, LARGE AMPLITUDE
MOTIONS

where dTransValue is the translation vector of interest, say, (f(t) − f(t− δt)) ex.
At this stage, the library is such that the center region is translated and rotated as wished and

the ring of points around is translated accordingly. The remaining points are taken care of by the
automatic motion solver, through the subset motion. It means that a boundary condition for the
boundary of the sub mesh has to be created, that follows the motion of the inner part.

Tell the sub mesh to move as well: boundary condition

The most simple choice is to modify oscillatingVelocityPointPatchVectorField. Originally, it
is used to set a patch to oscillate. The motion in itself if implemented in the following snippet of
code:

Field<vector>::operator=

(

(p0_ + amplitude_*sin(omega_*t.value()) - p.localPoints())

/t.deltaT().value()

);

where p0_ and p represent the patch. In this case, amplitude_*sin(omega_*t.value()) represents
the displacement amplitude at time t, so we just change it to

Field<vector>::operator=

(

(p0_ + deplacement(t.value()) - p.localPoints())

/t.deltaT().value()

);

Putting everything together

At this stage, the library is compiled, the case is set up and the simulation should run.

Conclusion

This project explores some capabilities of dynamic mesh in openly. Although the library developped
in the last part, due to its lack of flexibility and debugging capabilities, should more be considered
a hack rather than an actual library, it shows how one can combine several preexisting libraries of
OpenFoam to handle new cases. Besides this main project, the second part shows how to use the
subset mesh motion solver.
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0.4. COMBINING THE ABOVE TO GENERATE COMPLEX, LARGE AMPLITUDE
MOTIONS

Figure 5: timeFunction
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